In late October, Weidmann Electrical Technology will host their Annual Technical Conference for
the first time in Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA
St. Johnsbury, Vermont (21st September 2018) – Including technical sessions, training and a
vendor expo, Weidmann Electrical Technology will host its 2018 Annual Technical Conference in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA.
A group of highly experienced and knowledgeable speakers have come together to deliver a
program that will feature informative and current topics which showcase innovative and applied
technologies. With topics including the areas of advancing transformer maintenance practices,
new equipment materials for transformer and auxiliary equipment, and the diagnostic testing of
transformers, circuit breakers, and load tap changers, the conference is designed to assist
maintenance operators, engineers and management to maximise the life of electrical equipment
in the field.
In addition to the conference program, there will be a visit and tour of the local Jordan
Transformer facility. Jordan Transformer specializes in field service, rewinding, repairing,
remanufacturing, and supplying oil filled Substation and Mobile transformers. They also
manufacture entirely new Mobile Substations, handling transformers up to 200 MVA and 230 kV
with Impulse testing and Partial Discharge monitoring.
The pre-conference session and the main conference will be held at The Hilton Minneapolis/St.
Paul Airport – Mall of America. This event will include IEEE CEU and NETA CTD credits which
are available to all attending the training and main conference sessions.
For more information on the Weidmann Annual Technical Conference, visit
https://www.weidmann-electrical.com/exhibitions-conferences/
About Weidmann Electrical Technology: Weidmann Electrical Technology has been at the heart
of the global transformer industry for over 140 years. With profound knowledge in the design,
development and operation of transformers, Weidmann is a leading integrated solutions provider
for specialized product and services in the energy sector. Working closely with our customers,
Weidmann continues to lead the global market delivering high quality, innovative products and
service solutions.

